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Advanced remote monitoring solution for all facilities of a photovoltaic
installation 

Alfileo offers a tunrkey solution for remotely monitoring PV facilities across all the 

equipments on the installation.

This advanced solution integrates a communication gateway (GPRS) to install and Web 

interfaces that are easy to take control of in order to monitor near real-time data "meters" 

(production, non-consumption and consumption), "inverter(s)" and "sensors" 

(temperature, radiation ...) in your fleet.

The Alfileo solution consolidate all the data for a detailed analysis of your facilities.

Now you can enrich your maintenance, optimize your operating costs and differentiate 

yourself from your competitors.

Complete and non-proprietary solution for the management of your equipments (inverters, meters ans sensors)
Two Web portals in your colors to view the data (1 Web portal "pro" + 1 Web portal "End User")
PRECISE supervision of alarms with description, clearance and definition of trigger thresholds 
Analysis tool of multi-inverter data
A unique contact : a complete solution per installation that includes communication gateway and services (SIM card with GPRS 
subscription, data hosting and access to web portals)
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CONTACT Alfileo SAS
Tel : +33 (0)1.30.82.67.31

12 rue Georges Blandon
78430 LOUVECIENNES

contact@alfileo.com
www.alfileo.com

The solution Alfileo allows you to track your fleet of PV systems through a portal, enabling you to manage professional Web sites and accounts 
with access.

In addition, Alfileo offers yours customers a second portal to view data production and consumption of the installation.
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"Pro" test kit available including :
 Pro gateway
 2 months of access to Alfileo services 

(GPRS Subscription + access to web portals) 

Contact us 
for our rates


